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Abstract 

TESLA is a superconducting linear collider with 500 GeI' center of mass energy. Its 
superconduding 9 cell cavities will be operated at 1.3 GHz. A big variety of challen- 
ging boundan. conditions, 2.g.: 200 kW, 2 msec pulses. 1 hlW cavity High Peak Po- 
wer Processing at l .3 GHz 11at.t: to be nlet by the power rf input couplers. The com- 
plexity of the TES1,X main coupler design led to two coupler developtnent pograms. 
These are in progress since 1.5 years. ( h e  coupler development is performed at Fer- 
milub [ 1 -21. In this paper the coupler development status at DES kL is reportzd. 

'The acceleration unit9 of the TESI,.\ linear collider still be cvostats of 12 m 1ength.There will 
be 8 m of accelerating rf structure inside each cryomodule. This length consists of the active 
1 m lengths of a string of 8 superconducting Niobium 9 cell cavities. These are driven in stan- 
ding wave Pi-mode at 1.3 GElr. Each TESLA cavity has one main coupler which LS a high rf 
pulse power transmission line between the outside UR650 room temperature waveguide system 
and the I .XK cacih input port inside the cryostat.[3] 

2. Coupler Yeflonna~~ce Requirements 

.\,.o~nltrl r~p~vlr f io~z  yoner of the main coupler is transmission of 208 kl$. at 1.3 CiHz 10 pulses 
per second of' 1.33 nlsec length uhich corrcsponds to 2.8 kU' of a\.erage power. This is done to 
provide 25 hn'im of required acceleration gradient at a beam pulse current of 8 mA peak. Pul- 
se thne is distributed to 0.53 msec filling time and 0.8 msec beam on time.[4] 
For rcprocessvzg the superconducting cavity if necessary in case of performance degradation 
the coupler should also be capable of up to 1 MW' pulse power transmission at reduced pulse 
length. (High Peak Power Processing [ 5 ]  ) 
During each rf pulse the cavity input impedance changes dynamically between open circuit. 
short circuit and match. Hence there is no defined static load for the coupler. 
Tc1.o cerdmtc ~ . i l ~ - l r ~ r r n  r f : f ' r i . ~ n d ~ ~ . s  are necessary for the coupler. It needs a cold windoh very 
near the ca.city because the cavity vacuum has to be closed at an early mounting stage ahead) in 
the clean room. Thus an additional warm vacuum rf svindom at room temperature is unalnidab- 
le as \veil. 
The cvlogemc ~Jspect of the coupler is to b~idge behveen room temperature and cavily tempera- 
ture of 1.8 K at low rf losses and low heat conduction. This requires a compromise between 
high electrical and lob thermal conductivity over the distance between warm and cold end. 
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,4n unusual feature of the TESL.4 high power coupler is rnechanical.flex~bzli@ which allows up 
to 15 mm transverse motion of the 1.8 K end of the coupler with respect to the 300 K room 
temperature end. This is necessq to follow the shrinkage of the cavity string during cool down 
of the cqostat. 
Also unusual for a high power coupler is correctzon of ca\*ih. external Q by length change of 
the capacitive antenna which couples to the electrical beam tube fields of the ca\i@. 'f ie exter- 
nal Q is to be 3E6. X correction of about a factor 10 around this value is thought to be 
necessary for compensation of cavity field flatness errors. 

3. Design Status 

3.1 General Characteristics 

The DESY Wpe main coupler (Fig. 1 ) has ttvoparts whlch are characterized by their cylindrical 
ceramic windo~s. one at 70 K level near the caviv. the second one at 300 K inside the wave- 
guide to coax transition outside the c~yostat. The cold \\indo\vi pa11 of the coupler is mounted to 
the cavity alream in the clean room as recluired. After insertion of the caxiy string to the 
cryostat the warm coupler part has to be mounted \la the cryostat flange fiom outside. It inclu- 
des the 300K \\-indo\\ and connects to the 70 K flange of the cold coupler part. This part needs 
a separate vacuum which will be pumped from outside the cqostat while the cold coupler part 
is connected to the ca\,ity vacuum. Both parts of the coupler are coaxial with an outer conduc- 
tor diameter of 40 mm. Total coupler length inside the cryostat is rou& 30 cm. 
.4 reduced height waveguide matches the R716.50 u-megurde to the 50 Ohm c o a ~  transztior7 
under incorporation of the warm window as a L H t '  barrier towards the waveguide. Two stubs 
are inserted to the t+ave~wide transition. 'They mainly compensate the short taper between full 
and reduced height waveguide. ' I le  coupler part outside the cryostat is vex?. rigid and not sensi- 
tive against forces from the wa\.eguide system. The warm ceramic window is mechanically de- 
coupled by thin supporting copper collarv and a weak area of the ivider waveguide wall. 
Two bellow sections in the inner and outer conductor of the warm co~ipler part inside the 
cnostat provide bend< nhich allow tr~xiw~vrse nzotlon of the 1.8K coupler end by t l3mm if 
the caxity flange coilnection migrates thermally. 
Inside the inner conductor there is an antenna tuning bar. Turning the tuning nut at the room 
temperature end of the bar moves the tuning bar and changes the capac;iti\.e antenna posltion h\, 
lengthening or shortening the cold inner conductor bellow. Thus the cavity external Q C / I L { I I ~ ~  
is easilv performed. 
Combination of lmv C ~ * O ~ C I ~ I C  I O S S ~ S  ( 7 1 1 ~ 1  t:flosSs~s is realized by 0.5 tnm stainless steel 
walls of the outer conductors with thin high conducti\.ity copper coatings inside (between 
1 0  lun and 20 lun). The inner conductor bellows of the warm part are made of hydroformed 
thin wall stainless steel. It-ith proper copper coating their thermal impedance is high enough to 
allon the rest of the inner conductor to be copper. Coppcr is also used for the cold coupler par? 
inner conductor in orctel to conduct its rflosses to the 70 Ii \+indow which has a connection to 
the outer conductor 'The cold bello~v has a thick copper plating. 
Temperature distribution and thermal power flow of the coupler are determined by the thermal 
intercept points at room temperature. 70K. 1.X. 1.8K. 'The heat losses at the low temperature 
I~\~els are are expected to be 6\f-. 0.6\1', 0.06R' at h l l  rf. load. 
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,+n additional feature of the coupler are ports for drqnostzc instrumentation which serves to 
increase reliability of the device if connected to the interlock system. One vacuum port between 
waveguide and cryostat flange is thought for multiplier observation of light effects. Three ca- 
pacitive pick up probes allow measuring of charged particles near the windows. Charged par- 
ticles can indicate multipacting effects or plasma discharge before light comes up. It is wry im- 
portant for the coupler to prevent rf operation conditions which lead to inultipacting or clischar- 
ges inside the t acuum. The resulting pressure increase \vill cause material elraporstion by rf 
plasma welding within a few psec and thus lead to damage. 

3.2 Technologv and Fabrication 

The coupler consists of ihree subgroups. One of those is the cold coupler part including the 
70K window kvhich is only one piece after assembh~. -4 second piece is the innel conductor of 
the warm coupler part. The thud piece is the wvarm outer conductor including thc 300 K win- 
dos  . 
These subgroups ivill be welded as far as possible with exception of the windon coimections 
and most bellow connections. Those will be brazed in an L W -  hlxace in maximally t\\o 9teps 
at hvo dfierent temperatures with hvo diiyerent braze alloys. Che temperature is 820" C using 
Cuiig eutectic braze for the tint step. The other temperature is 500" C using .4uCreloCuL braze. 
Critical copper coatings especiall! for the low temperahire areas of the coupler w i l l  be done 
after hra;?ing or behre the jOOO C braze. 'The ceramic windows ~vill be provided with a Titani- 
um antimultipactor coating on their vacuum side surfaces before brazing because it will be dif- 
ficult to coat the windows after that. Brazing temperature for the window assemblies will be 
820" C. High qualih coppcr plating and frnal assembly of the manulactured parts I>>- brazing 
will be done by hwo espeiienced industrial companies. 

There are still questions under study. One of those is influence of heat trealment on the con- 
ductivity of thin copper layers. This question comes up because the aim is first to plate the lf 
conducting surfaces nith copper and afterwards to braze the coupler with eutectic braze. This is 
easiest to use and needs 820" C. Jinvestigations of diff'erent copper platings ancl heat treatments 
have shown that 17eq thin copper layers of o& a few microns can degrade at this high tempera- 
ture duiing bra7ing to RRR (residual electrical resistance ratio behveen 300K and 1K) values 
less than 2 which would be to low copper quality. The aim is to achieve a coating quality ~ i t h  a 
frnal RRK value of about 30. This is possible at brazing temperatures up to only 550" C with a 
ctifferent braze alloy. 
-4 second question is the influence of heat treatment on the Ti antirnultipaztor coating which has 
a thickness of onlt a fkn nm. iictually tests of Ti coatings on ceramic wr?>c;es and heat tmat- 
ment of those are done at DFSJ-. The influence of heat treatment is investigated at Hatnb~irg 
Iiniversity by Auger electron spectroscopy and I P S .  &\ctuai results $ay that the Ti stays at the 
ceramic surlhze but it is not clear what the chemical changes are. Most probably Ti foms a 
compound ivith c.)x~gen from the ceramic surface and Nitrogen. Both compountls are hno\vn to 
have very low seconda~ emission coefficients and prevent surface multipacting. 
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One of the questions which are still open is multipacting behaviour due to the coupler geometrq.. 
Under this aspect the rf field distributions especially of both windows have been studied under 
all possible operation conditions with the Hewlet1 Pacbard HFSS program (different phases at 
full reflection and travelling wave). In addition a ~nultipactor research program has been started 
in summer 1993 st K. Nevalinna Institute. IlelsW. 

4. 1I;indow Details 

It should be mentioned that the position of the 70 Ii window is in the voltage standing wave 
minimum at the end of the rf pulses if there is no beam (hgh power conditioning). The 300 1; 
window tvill be near the voltage maximum at that t h e .  This inverts roughfy at pulse beginning. 
Both windows tlave no enhanced field regions which means that the fields due to compensation 
teclmiques are not e\.idently higher than the unperturbed wai-eguide and coax fields. This is due 
to a \zn' broadband design. Thus the window positions seem uncritical. 
.Uso field concentration inside the ceramlc is uncritical. 'I'he inside peak fields ase about 
3 MV m at I AlU' full reflection. The breakdown field of the ceramic is 26 A ~ f l '  n~ up to 
43 h n '  m. Fig.', and Fig.3 show reflection of the u-indows vs frequency. Voltage reflection at 
1.3 GHz is less than l oo  in both cases. 
The construction of ~vindotv assembly k the same for both \vindo~\s. They are connected to 
their enlkonment by weak copper nngs of 1 mm thichess and 1 cin height. Ihe mechanical 
and thelmal behakiour of this assembly have been tested thoroughly. Destructii-e mechanical 
force is at least 50 ~ l r n r n '  stress at the copper to ceramic connection. 
At tests with LK: the assemblj. pro\.ed to be absolutely thermal shock proof. No leak occurred 
at many tests. 
=Use the heat transfer capabilih of the 70 K windoit ivss tested because the inner conductor 
losses of about 4 \t; are cooled cia this ceramic window. It was possil>le to transfer about 10011' 
ofthe~mal pones nithout leak with the outer conductor connection of the ceramic cooled at 
70 K. 

A4ounting of the coupler without a tool implicates danger of scratching thc: thin and weak coy- 
per layers of inner and outer conductor. The 'warm' coupler part is unstable as long as it is not 
fised by the cryostat flange. A mounting tool has been constructed. I[ allows to assemble the 
'warm' coupler parts to the cryostat without danger of damage and especially simplifies those 
situations where two persons would be needed for mounting. 

6. High Power 'Test of 70 K Type Window 

X 1.3 Ghz coaxial resonator of 3 half wavelenghts has been built with the 70K Qrpe window in 
the voltage standing wave ma-simum at the middle of the resonator. With hvo 4001V rf ampli- 
fiers it was possible to excite a standmg wave correspondmg to a MJV reilected travellug wave 
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of 100 hU-. Hence the achieved voltage at window position corresponds to 400 JiW of travelling 
wave power. 
h uncoated 70 K ope window was tested up to this power at 2 m5ec pulses. The observed 
vacuum-. discharge- and light phenomena were eliminated by conditioning. No limitations were 
xkible up to this pones even with an uncoated t~indow. Further tests with 800 M' were not 
possible hecause one of two amplifiers was not available anymore. 

7. Test Stand for Coupler Conditioning 

High power couplers have to be conditioned. This is v e p  difficult together with a supercon- 
ducting call9 and might contaminate the ca~ity with the materials which are set free by the 
coupler during conditioning. For ths reason a fugh powr  test stand has been constlucted. The 
drawings are nearly tinished. h laterials are already ordered. 
'Pllaml! the test stand connects hvo couplers by a piece of waveguide inside a cvostat at licluid 
Xitrogen temperature and a1lotl.s transfer ot'high ri power via both couplers to an external ah- 
sorber. 

lf test model of the connecting waveguide with coupler input antenna inodels rtas designed 
by 1 I,WI.-i computations. Successful measurements 1% ere done at a low power laborator_\. mo- 
dd. 

8. Concluding Remarks 

Design work of TESLA main coupler protocpe at DES3- is finished. -4 complete set of detailed 
drawings for fabrication exists. 'Three couplers are ordered. The demanding list of performance 
requirements led to a complex design nhlch seem to solve the tasks. .4n optimization of the 
design. elimination or solution of open technological questions as well as an optimization of a 
fabiication proct.durt: should be next steps. How-ever frst of all it is important to gain hgh po- 
ner doperation experience with prototypes. 
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